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Date book
Monday, Jan.18
Greduale Student Art Edllbltlon, Gallery.
Fine Arts Building, ttvough Friday (Jan. 22).
Gaiety hcusare 9 am.-4:30 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. Su'ldays. Free. The gaiety wil be
dosed Monday (Jan. 18).

Tuesday,Jan.19
CfaNifled Staff Council Meeting, 9 a.m.,
Taft Room, University Union.
F.c:ulty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFal Center.
M8rtln Luther King eocnm-•tion, "A
Celeb'alion of a KING," 6:30 p.m., Prout
Chapel. A candleiglt vigil wil precede the
program al 5:45 p.m. starting at the University
lbon.
Auditions, foe "A Moon foe the Misbegotten,"
7 p.m., 400 Unive1$ity Hal. ()pen to al
interested persons from the campus and
commuiity.
Auditions. foe" An Evening with Dorothy
Plwker :· 7 p.m .• 402 University Hal. ()pen to al
ilterested persons from the campus and
commuiity.
Progreuin Student Orpnlntlon llMting,
8 p.m., United Ctvistian Felowship Center. 313
TtusOO. Foe more information. cal 352-7534.

\Yednesday,Jan.20
Unclergr8du8te Council lleetlng, 1 :30 p.m .•
AUmi Room. University Union.
People for AKl81 Justice llMUng, 1 :30
p.m., Facuty l.oooge, University Union.
WOfbllop, by Dr. Jane Galop, humal oities,
Rice University. wil discuss chapter frve of The
Daughter's Seduction, 1:30 p.m .• Taft Room,
Universtiy Union. Sponsored by the Women's
Studies Program, Engish department and
romance languages department.
Biology Semlnu, "Neighborhood Competition
... Plant Communities." by Dr. Deborah
Goldberg, biological sciences. University of
Michigan, 3:30 p.m .• 112 Life Sciences
Buik&lg. Free.
Women's Basltetb811, BGSU vs. Western
Michigan, 5:30 p.m., Anderson Arena
Auditions. foe" A Moon lor the Misbegotten,"
7 p.m .• 400 University Hall. Open to al
interested persons from the campus and
commooity.
Auditions. for" An Evening with Docothy
Parker,'' 7 p.m.. 402 University hal. Open to all
interested persons from the campus and
COIMIUlity.
Lecture, "Feminist Literary Criticism," by Dr.
Jane Galop, hu111a11i!ies, Rice University. 7 :30
p.m .• 111 Business Administralion Building.
Sponsored by the Women's Studies Program,
Engish department and romance languages

Olfenhauer. To register. cal 372·8181. Fees
required.
Lecture, "Maximum Sex: Where Does VOi.Ji
Intimacy Lie?," by Josh McDowell, a Christian
actiYisl and lecturer. 8 p. m.• Memorial Hal. Free.
UAO Lenhart Cln*s Film Series. The
Tlvee Stooges F*11 Festival, 9 p.m.• Gish F*11
Theater, Hama Hall. Free.

Friday, Jan. 22

Thursday, Jan. 21
SnWI Business Su=as Serln, "Promoting

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positioi IS are available:

.... _ides
Posing upiratioca dale foe ~yees to
apply: 4 p.m., Friday. Jan. 22. ( • indicates that
.-. emplo)'lle from within !he depa b1ed is
bidding and beS1g considered foe the position.)
1-22-1
PayRange26
Sociology "'depa-rti
....•""N!a'lt
SecalltM71

PayRange26

Universi:'t Honors Program

Gymn8stic:a, BGSU vs. Bal State, 1 p.m.,
Eppler North.
Men's Balketb8JI, BGSU vs. Defiance
Colege, 1 :30 p.m., Anderson Arena
Women's Swimming, BGSU vs. Mict»gan
State, 2 p.m., Cooper Pool, Student Recreation
Center.
.
HodleJ, BGSU vs. Ohio State. 7:30 p.m.• Ice
Arena

UAO Weekend Mone, "The Untouchables,''
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m. and midnight. Eva Marie
SailtTheatre. Admission is $1.50with1.0.

Sunday, Jan. 24
Women'• BllSketmll, BGSU vs. Loyola
University of Chicago. 1 :30 p.m., Anderson

Arena

Monday, Jan. 25
Forum Lecture Series, 'The Development of

requires reservations by Wednesday (Jan. 20).
To register. cal 372·2340.
eonc:.t, performed by Tai Farlow, jazz
gUtarist. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal, Moore
MUSiCal Arts Center. Admission is $4.
Lecture, -A Humorous Approach to
Welness,'' by Don Ardel. University of Central
Florida. 8 p.m., l.enhart Grand Balroom,
University Union. Sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center.

Obituary
Patricia Schott

Four environmental colloquiums scheduled
The fll'St in a series of four environmental
health management coDoquiums scheduled
at the University wil be held Friday (Jan.

wil be the topic of Harvey Rogers, chief of
the environmental protection branch of the

22).

environmental health and safety in Ohio wiD
be addressed by Roger Suppes, director of
the bureau of environmental health at the
Ohio Department of Health.
AD programs in the series are open to all
interested persons free of charge.
The next program in the series, to be
held on Feb. 12. wiD focus on community
and occupational environmental health
services. Lale:- colloquiums wiD deal with
emerging needs and opportunities in
environmental health and critical issues
facing environmental heaHh professionals
today.
Silverman noted that continuing
edl ICation credts are available to
environmental health fieJd professionals
who attend and pay a regisbation fee. More
information about continuing education
credt can be obtained by contacting

program.

Memorial contributions can stiD be made
in memory of Patricia Schott. 59. who died
Nov. 26. The family asks that donations be
made to Life Flight at St V111cent's Medical
Center in Toledo.
Schott died of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on Thanksgiving Day.
She was a typist in the philosophy
depar boent where she had been employed

since 1986.
She also was a member of the Church of
the Good Shepherd In RisilgSl.rl.
Two daughters also are employed by the
University. They are Susan Shammo and
Am Krupp, both of computer services.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Pubic Relations foe faculty and staff

The focus of the first colloquium, which
wil meet from 9 am. -noon in the McFall
Center Assembly Room, is "Environmental
Health as a Component of a
Comphrehensive/Preventive Health Care
and Services Programs."
Speakers wil include Dr. John G. Todd, a
pubic health/sanitarian adviser and former
assistant swgeon general in the U.S.
Pubic Health Service, who wil discl ISS the
lncian Health Service.
Also speamg wil be Gary Noonan, chief
of the field investigatior IS section in the
qury Prevention Research Brmlch of the
National Institute of Oco ipatior ial Safety
and Health. He wil talk about safety

research and management at the NIOSH.
Envirames Ital health management and
operation at the National Institute of Health

of Bowling Green State University. The
~tosubmitmaterialfoetheJan.

25

Auditions set

issueis5p.m. Tuesclay,Jan.19.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positiolis are available:
AccountingfMS: Assistm1tfassociate professor: ContactThomas G. EVS1S (2·2767). Deldne:
Feb. 1.
Applied Sbilistlc:s 8nd Opei•lluna AMI di: Assistant professor (lWlticipated). Contact James A.
Suhan (2·2363). Deadh!: Feb. 1.
C-.nk•llon ~den: Associatelful professor-depar1nM!nt chair. Contact Lary Smal
(2·7182. Deadile: Feb. 1.
Sc:hDol ol llaa ~ DS"ector. School of Mass Cormulication. Contact Ray
l..aakaieni (2-2078). Deldne: Feb. 1.

The tolowii io ao1il listl aw positiorls are awailable:
DIS '; $ Int Assislant direclDr of Deli EI~ ment-AUnni Foods. Contact Anmaie Heldt
(2-2558). o-.ne: Jan. 21.
Sodel Plllloeapll7 8lld Palley Center: Mmlagiig editor. Contact Fred Miler Jr. (2-2119).
~:Jan.22..

Un11ai117 IJnloft: Oiredor of cenlralc:onference office and space assigaamentsmid ""OCiefe
&treclor ol lhe UnWasify Union non-food opetatiollS. Contact Anmwie Heldt (2-2558). Deaclilte:.

Jan..25.

' .
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This artwork entitled ..Salome" by Tun Johnson is one the many pieces on display at
the Graduate Student Art Show at the F111e Arts GaDery. The exhibit runs through Jan.
22. Gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.

Sponsored by the University's
Environmental Heal!h Program, the series
wil feature speakers from a number of
federal and state agencies. according to
Dr. Gary Silverman, director of the

Permanent, part-tme

'
. ~;·. ,-'

Where there's smoke, there's Glenn Cook

Saturday, Jan. 23

Critical Reasoning in the Colege Years," by Dr.
Patricia King, education and college student
personnel, 1 p.m., AUmi Room, University
Union. Luncheon precedes at 12:30 and

.,

Bowling Green State University

Keeping the campus safe from fires

Progrcwn.
UAO Weeltend Mone, "The Untouchables,''
7:30 p.m .• 9:45 p.m. and midnight, Eva Marie
SW.I Theatre. Admission is $1 . 50 with 1.0.

·s.a ...,1

1-22-2
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Enwltorunental Health ...nagement
Colloquium, ··Environmental Heal1h as a
COmponent ol a Comprehensive/Preventive
Health Care and Services Program,·· 9
am.--noon, Assembly Room, McFal Center.
Free. Sponsored by the Environmental Health

department
Men's Baslt.U.11. BGSU vs. Western
Michigan, 8 p.m.• Anderson Arena
Concert, performed by the Bowling Green
Brass Ouintet. 8 p.m .• Kobacker Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

•

a BIMless," 6:30-9:30 p.m., 1103

The University Theatre and the Colege
of Musical Arts wil hold open aucitions for
"Man of La Mancha" St 7 p.m. Feb. 1 and 2
in 400, 402 and 405 University Hal.
The musical about Don Quixote wil be
performed Apri 20-23.
Aucitions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and commt.llity.
Foradcitiorialinformation, contact Dr. Alen

White, diectol, at 372-7175.
Aucitions for"An Evening With Dorothy
Perter" (Stories by Dorothy Parker)
adapted by Gale Mcleod, theatre, wil be
held at 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday (Jan.
18 and 19) in 402 University Hal..
The play wil be IJR>QICed at 8 p.m.
March 2-5 in 405 University Hal.
Aucitions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and c:ommooity.
For more infonnation about the production,
cal the theatre depabnentat372-2222~

division of safety at the NIH, while

Silverman at (419) 372-8242.

For sale
The Counseling and Career Development
Center has the folowing items for sale: a
ligital decwriter IV-LA 34; a multHech
systems data coupler modem baud bel
212A; fatr Reaistic Highbal 2 dual
impedalice microphones (brand new);
three 3M Walensak reel-to-reel tape
recorders; fatr Sony reef-to-reel tape

recorders; and an electromyographPTBL
Bio #297K MD PE2.
Also, a ternpE!l"aUe feedback trainer
system; a temperahxe
lrainer-biofeedback MD 302; a

recordel-strip health SR204; a
thermogiaph-feedback autogen 1 OOOb; a
trainer-Beta Alpha Theta system C 230;

and a EMG instn.nent-bio med MD M55W.
Anyone interested in making an offer on

any of the above items should contact
Roman Qwek at 372-2081.

Student Affairs Res eBl ch and Evaluation
has for sale one VT 100 tennnl Sld two
300 baud teleptlolie modems. Contact
Dea'I Pwdy at 372-22t 7 for rnoreidonnation.

When it comes to fire safety on
campus, people assume a lot. They
assume their buildings are safe. They
assume the smoke detectors and fire
extinguishers will work and they assume
they will be able to escape in time from a
blaze.
"Fire protection and building safety is
really a behind-the-scenes job," said
Dan Parratt, manager of Environmental
Services. "People don't normally think
about the safety of their building until an
emergency arises. They always just
expect it to be safe.··
There are approximately 86 fire
alarms and 3,000 smoke detectors
located throughout University buildings,
and Parratt said the numbers are
growing as structures are being built
and renovated.
Fire detection. prevention and
inspection combine into a full-time job at
the University and Parratt said it is an
overwhelming position for its one-man
staff. Glenn Cook should know. He has
been wor°i<ing to keep the University
safe from fire for 32 years.
"When I first started, the entire
campus had fwe or six old time puU rod
alarms," Cook said. "lf there was a fire,
a person had to pull this and it would ring
a beU in the hallways ...
Fire safety has become more
sophisticated-and a lot more
expensive. Parratt said recently it cost
$300,000 to bring Kreicher
Ouadrangle within the fire code
standards by installing the proper
number of smoke detectors and related

Dan Parratt (left}. manager of Environmental Services, and Glenn Cook, fire sa.fety
officer, examine an alarm control panel in Offenhaur Towers. Rre safety equipment
requires frequent inspection to keep it functioning property.
life safety equipment It cost S250,000
to update the Towers.
''Fire safety isn't cheap," Parratt said.
''There's more we'd like to do, but it is a
very expensive proposition: Ultimately,
w9'd like to push for individual room
detectors in the residence haDs so there
would be an alarm right where the
people are sleeping."
Additionally, both Parratt and Cook

said they would like the Ur.iversity to
install a central fire alarm monitoring
system. Again, it would be expensive,
but Cook thinks it is a valuable safety
tool. Currently almost every University
building has a stand alone alarm system.
lf there is a fire, the alarms sound only in
the affected building. H no one is in the

Continued on page 4
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Some budget
woes traced
to enrollment
Changes in the level of state funding for
certain kinds of students is at the root of
Bowling Green's budget woes this year
and for 1988-89.
That summary was given by Dr. J.
Christopher Dalton. vice president for
planning and budgeting, at the Jan. 19
meeting of Faculty Senate.
Speaking on the problems Bowling
Green faces relative to subsidy income in
the coming academic year. Dalton said
there are two factors that impact upon the
amount of money the University receives
from the state--growth (or decline) in
enrollment and the kinds of students
enrolled. For the current year, subsidy
rates were increased in areas where
Bowling Green has fewer students than
the statewide average and subsidy rates
were decreased in areas where Bowling
Green has a higher than average
percentage of students.
ln particular, he noted. Bowling Green
is significantly below other state
universities in its number of fuU-time
equivalent graduate and mecfical-level
students. The University also ranks
lowest among the state universities in its
percentage of FTE's in the top general
stucries. baccalaureate, technical,
master's and doctoral levels of subsidy
funding, Dalton said. These categories of
low enrollment cover the following
as defined by the Ohio Board of Regents:
General Studies Ill-Courses in the
physical sciences, physical education,

areas,

Continued on page 3

Black history is the focus of two-month celebration
The University wiD be observing ..A
Celebration of Black tf1Story" with an
array of events now through March. Dr.
Mary Edmonds, vice president for
student affairs, announced the schedule
last week saying the events are an
extension of the usual Black History
Month held in February.
The events began Jan. 19 with .. A
Celebration of a King" in observance of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day and will end
March 9 with a concert by the Spelman
Glee Club.
"In planning these events, we've
chosen to look closer to home for
cultural awareness." Jack Taylor,
assistant vice president of minority
affairs, said. "Celebrating black history
is more than just a month-long series of
events. We'd like to eventuaBy include
these types of speakers and programs
throughout the year."
In February, the celebration wiD begin
with a Bob Marley Tribute from 9 p.m.-1
am. Feb. 6 in the Northeast Commons.
Admission is free and the musical
program wil be sponsored by the
Carribean Student Association.
Dr. Asa Hilliard, a professor of
education at Georg.a State University.
wiD be on campus Feb. 11 . He will
present a lecture on "Validity of 10
Testing for African-American Children"
from 1:30-3 p.m. Feb. 11 in McFall
Center. A multi-media presentation
entitled "Free Your Mind:fl!lturn to the
Source, African Origins" wiD fol!Ow that
evening at 7:30 p.m. in Jenson
Auditorium, 115 Education Building.
HiUiard specializes in the study.of
psychologicaJ test validity in
cross-cultural usage. child
development, improved teaching
methods and ancient African histnry. He

has been prominent as an expert
witness in litigation on test validity for
African Americans and serves as a
member of the American Psychological
Association Committee of Psychological
Tests and Assessment He is a founding
member of the Association for the Study
of Classical African Civilization and
5efVe5 as its second vice president.
Another highlight of February wiU be
the Affirmation of the African American
Child: Myths and Realities Conference
to beheld Feb. 26 and 27. In the
previous two years conferences have
focused on the affirmation of the African
American male and the African
American female.
Lerone Bennett Jr.• senior editor of
Ebony Magazine and a historian and
novelist. wiD deliver the keynote
address at 7 p.m. Feb. 26 in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the

Committee on the Black Population for
the 1990 Census. She also participated
in the 1987 Black History conference at
the University.

Hale-Benson, who wiU speak on "Black
Children: Their Roots, Culture and
Learning Styles," from 11-11 :45 a.m.
Both speakers wiU present their
programs in Jenson Auditorium.

Engram will be followed that day by

Dr. Harriet McAdoo, who wiUspeakon
''The African American Child in the
Context of the Family" from
9:45-10:30 a.m .. and by Dr. Janice

McAdoo is a dean and professor in

the School of Social Work at Howard
Continued on page 4

University Union.

Bennett has been editor of Ebony
Magazine since 1958 and was
previously an associate editor for JET
magazine. tfis poems, short stories and
articles have appeared in a number of
other periodicals and books and he is a
renowned author of seven books. A
prolific writer and lecturer. Bennett
speaks to the historical, polilical and
social issues in which he is active and
explores the implications of black/white
realities in these areas.
~at the conference on Feb.
27. Dr. Eleanor Engram wiU address
''The Socio-Historical Context of the
African. American Child," from 9-9:45
a.m. in Jenson Auditorium. She is the
director/cixator of the African American
Museum of Cleveland and recently was
appointed by the U.S. Secretary of
Commelce lo lhe Census Adllisory

Sgt. Charlotte Starnes, public safety, shows Charlene Kemp-Queener. cflrector of
minority programs and activities, the music to "If I Can Help Somebody. "Starnes sang
the song, a favorite of Martin Luther King Jr. s. at the Jan. 19 service entitled
"Celebration of a KING" which honored the civil rights leader in Prout Chapel.

Commentary
Editor, the Monitor:
This convnentary. inspired by the debate onthe Role and Mission Statement and related
events. suggests a potentially cost-effectiv~. way to ~age scholarly productivity.
Fact.llty who poblish refereed articles in their diseif)lineS COUid be paid S 1,000 lor each
article. or more, or variable amo00ts on a scale of''v81ues" for their scholar1y output or

Editor. the Monitor:
As members of the faculty, we write to express our concern lor maintaining a high
standard of excelence al Bowling Green State University. We hold that teaching and
research are inseparable components of academic excellence. Hence, we take issue with
those who represent the University as primarily a teaching institution and who belittle
research. We have been prompted to write this letter by recent highly divisive and
adversarial statements and actions by certain members of the Senate Executive
Committee and the Faculty Senate. We lear that these statements and actions threaten
the positive progress that the University is making.
The excellence ol an institution is defllled in terms of its distinctive purposes. We agree
with the University's role and mission statement that the primary purposes of a university
are the creation, preservation and transmission ol knowledge. A university is exceHent to
the extent that it successfully realizes each of these ends, and it can achieve them only to
the extent that its individual students, faculty, administrators and support staff aspire to
excelence.
UnivE!fsity-wide excelence is in the interest of every member of the University
commlMlity. especially students and alumni. The value of a degree from BGSU depends
upon the quality and reputation of the University. In tum, the reputation of a university
~above all from the quality of its students, and from the esteem in which the faculty
is held by its peers at other universities and colleges. It is an incontrovertible fact that a
ma;or factor determining the esteem of a faculty is its scholarly productivity. There is,
moreover. a close connection between effective teaching and research activity. H the
University is to flourish and if its students are to profit fuDy from the educational enterprise,
it is essential that creative scholarship be encouraged and supported.
· ·--We intend this letter to be a positive statement regarding academic exceUence.
Nevertheless, we also must express our concern over recent developments at this
University, which, in our view. interfere with the pursuit of these goals. Certain recent
statements and actions impress us as negative, divisive and adversarial. A conspicious
example of the latter is the charge that "an oppressive atmosphere" exists at Bowling
Green. This assertion is gro.undless, and it was made in the absence of any reasonable
evidence. Moreover, we note with concern the extent to which SEC has become involved
in unprecedented friction with several University committees, the administrative staff and
other groups. At a mature university, fundamental issues, including the importance of
research and creative activities, ought not be the subject of endless political debate.
Although the adversarial atmosphere that is emerging at the University has been
encouraged by some members of the SEC and the Faculty Senate, the fact that it exists is
the responsibility of the entire University community. Too many faculty have become
apathetic toward the governance system. They view it as so time consuming,
cumbersome and inefficient that participation in it is a meaningless diversion of their time
and energies. We cannot continue to neglect our responsibilities.
Therefore, we call upon our colleagues to join us in pursLing a more constructive path.
Our aims should be to strive personally for excellence as teachers and scholars, to inspire
our students, and to work in a cooperative manner with the aoministrators and other staff
in securing the environment needed to attain these goals. We further call upon the
Trustees, the President and c!!":cr administrators to exercise enlightened leadership in
pursuit of the University's mission, and we call upon the elected faculty leaders to
promote collegiality and mutual respect among all members of the University.
A Committee of Concerned Faculty:
Pietro Balfsa, psychology,
H. Theodore Groat. sociology.
John Huffman. journalism,
Fred D. Miller Jr.• philosophy,
Arthur G. Neal, sociology.
Douglas C. Neckers. chemistry,
Ron C. Woodruff. biological sciences

eqtMvalents.

~--

- .. : ..
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also discussed pre-holiday early office
closings. Kreienkamp said he has received
many corr.plaints from classified staff who
say some supervisors release employees
early the day before a hofiday. while others
do not. Specific holidays named in the
dispute are Thanksgiving Eve Day.
Christmas Eve Day and New Years Eve
Day.
··A lot of employees are saying it isn"t fair
that some of them are required to stay unbl
5 o'clock, while others are allowed to leave
early.·· Kreienkamp said. ··1 don't mind if
people leave early if they"re using vacation
time, but it bothers me if they· re getting a
free, paid four hours to go home when
others are not.··
However, some members said this is not
an issue for CSC, but for administrators.
After hearing a report by Miguel Ornelas,
affirmative action director. the council
voted to endorse affirmative action·s efforts
to increase the number of minority and
female classified employees at the
University.
Ornelas said a recent audit by the
Department of Labor has indicated
improvements are needed in the number of
minorities hired for classified positions at
the University. and the number of females
hired in non-traditional jobs.
Sam Ramirez. employee relations
adviser. who is working on the project with
Ornelas. said their initial efforts will be to
increase the number of qualified minority
applicants on file. '"Internally. there will be
no changes. but we wiU be making more
efforts to encourage females and minorities
to apply here for jobs.·· Ramirez said.
Out of 1 .008 classified employees.
Ramirez said 42 are minorities.
five blacks, 33 Hispanics and four
Asians. There are 738 female classified
employees, but only four hold
non· traditional jobs.

.

Such a systen. would save
in UnivE!fsity and~tal budgets, compared to
potential costs of implementing Role and Mission Statement runber 24. It states: "To
maximize the creative productivity and teaching effectiveness of the faculty, a policy of
differential departmental and individual teaching loads shOuld be instituted."
That policy option has been debated by various academic units. but is formally
implemented by only one to my knowledge. As implemented. that policy appears to
conflict with the intent of Statement number 24 to encourage "creative productivity," and
the teaching effectiveness of some is jeopardiZed by heavy loads. A "scholarly
equivalent" provision in the policy was rendered inoperative by administrators' refusal to
alow credit for any contributions other than traditional scholarly output in the unit's
discipline.
The three-course teaching load that hadbeen standard in that unit was raised to four
courses, so that reductions some couldbebal3nced-by increased loads for others.
Internal strife was one result of that action. · Faculty with three major articles in three
now leach only two courses per term.
Those with one article in that period teach three courses. Others teach four courses. Half
of the tenured facUty in the unit now have loads reduced to two courses under the policy.
What is the economic impact of such a policy? The "hidden costs" of released time are
substantial. University faculty salaries now average $37,000. But higher-ranking faculty
qualify more often for reduced loads, so a rounded average salary figure of $40,000 is
used for these calculations.
A faculty member teaching four courses per term is essentially paid $5,000 per course,
providing the University a teaching equivilent "value" of $120,000 in three years, for 24
courses taught. A faculty member teaching three courses per term ( 18 in three years)
would provide a '"value" of only $90,000. One teaching two courses per term ( 12 in three
years) would provide a "value" of only $60,000.
The load reductions, in the model here, cause the unit to pay a two-course faculty
member a teaching-equivalent "value'" of $20,000 per research article, and a "value" of
$30,000 per article to a three-course faculty member.
What would be the impact ii such a model were adopted by all University units? If half of
the 700 faculty published articles to qualify for two-course loads, the cost in
teaching-equivalent ··va1ue" would be $7 million per year. That equals about five percent
of the annual University budget. But can such an expense be afforded when funds are
already tight in many areas?
Student tuition could be raised, abcut S500 annually, to cover costs of encouraging
research output. Or greater use could be made of graduate assistants. who earn only
about $3,000 per course, or adjuncts. who earn only about S 1,500 per course. Students
might object, however, to such increases or substitutions for professors more intent on
publishing than on teaching.
Restating the premise at the outset of this commentary: Is there a more cost-efficient
way to stimulate and reward faculty for scholarly output?
A solution to the dilemma is suggested in the context of the author"s paid free-lancing for
various publications. Even the smaller of those checks are a continuing stimulus. But
scholarly journals pay nothing and usually cost a great deal in research expense and time.
If a faculty member were paid $1,000 for an annual research article, this would be only
one-twentieth of the $20,000 calculated as the equivalent cost of a differential teaching
load poricy reduction on two courses. The cost to reward an estimated 350 faculty for
an11ual research articles would be $350.000, compared to the potential $7 miUion
equivalent cost. A reward of S2.000 for an annual article might be possible and still
cost-efficient.
Would cash rewards motivate faculty to publish as would reduced teaching loads?
Released time is essentially unpaid time. and many fatuity use spare time for research
activities. They could be earning cash while also gaining credits for possible rank and
salary advances.
Differential teaching load policies tend to create both ··winners·· and "'losers" and foster
bitter disputes among faculty about the worth of various achievements. More "win-win"
situations are needed in the stressful environment in academia today.
Cash rewards in research would enable faculty to gain income. by their initiative, without
causing colleagues to become losers. Support for journals in their fields of inquiry would
be enhanced. Universities can provide such rewards at lower costs than those of
reduced-load equivalent "values:·
A case reward system would use capitalistic principles to further intellectual objectives,
a combination that has succeeded often in the history of this nation.
Robert Byler.
journalism

CSC members ponder future of
council pending Feb. 4 election
Classified Staff Council spent a portion of
its Jan. 1 9 meeting discussing the future of
the council depending on the outcome of
the Feb. 4 collective bargaining election.
The election will determine whether
employees of the University"s food service.
custodial and telephone operator areas
wish to be represented by the
Communication Workers of America in
collective bargaining activities.
Bob Kreienkamp, chair of CSC. said
although there is nothing the council can do
unbl after the election, it is necessary to
begin thinking about possible changes if
the employees choose to have union
representation. Kreienkamp said it might be
necessary to change the council's bylaws
to accomodate union employees.
Currently. the 2 ~-member CSC has two
representatives from plant operations and
maintenance who are custodial employees.
and two representatives from auxiliary
support services who are food service
employees. Questions arose as to whether
these representatives will continue as
members of CSC if the election votes in a
union.
If the employees do not choose to have
union representation. Kreienkamp said
literature on the 309 pay proposal will be
sent to all classified employees sometime
after the election. The proposal, which
suggests a new pay structure and job
descriptions. will go to a vote among
classified staff at a later date.
In other business. Judy Hagemann. CSC
treasurer. reported a deficit of $553 in the
council"s budget and a projected
end-of-the-year deficit of S3.000. She said
she, along with Kreienkamp, met with Or.
Karl Vogt, vice president for operations,
and James Corbitt, associate vice
president for operations. to discuss
additional funding.
In a heated debate. council members
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Impact of computers on society
to be topic of Jan. 28 lecture
Dr. Willis H. Ware, a senior computer
scientist at the Rand Corp. in California. will
discuss the social challenges presented by
the vast information processing capabilities
of computers during a public lecture
Thursday (Jan. 28).
Ware. who is an
expert on the
impact of
computer
technology upon
society. will
present the Phi
Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar
lecture at 8 p.m.
in210
Mathematical
Sciences

...
Wdlis H. Ware

Building. TiUe of the talk. which is free and
open to the public. is '"Leaming to live in
an Information World ...
Computers with their ability to quickly
process and store huge amounts of
information have spurred a knowledge
explosion unlike any in the history of
mankind. Because of this computers are
generally thought to be beneficial.
However, the use of computers also
present a number of moral and ethical
questions.
For example. a tremendous amount of
information about individuals is stored on
large computerized record-keeping
systems in business and government
operations.
Ware"s appearance at Bowling Green is
being sponsored by the computer science
department.

College is seeking nominations for award
The Office of the Dean of the College of
Education and Allied Professions is
accepting nominations for this year·s
"'Friend of the Conege" award.
The award, initiated in 1982. honors
individuals or organizations outside the
College of Education and Alrted
Professions who have made significant

. - .;: ..
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contributions to the weD-being and
development of college programs.
Nominations for the 1988 award, along
with supporting materials, should be
submitted in writing to the dean's office by
Feb. 1 . The selection of the recipient is
made by the dean's Council of Chairs and
Dire:.tor.
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way to the dinner table occasionally _Ji is
Urtversity.
a
also~ racquet sport that has.become an
Squash became a club sport in 1984
acquir~ taste for some at the University
and Leetch has continued his o1e
th·
thanks 111 a large part ta the ix-.omolional
..
r
as e
activities and en
.
. . .. . promoter of squash" at the University.
thusiasm.of.Dr_ Fred .
He posts notices of squash club meeti
Leetch, f~ prof~ .emeritus of
and organizes tournaments for those ngs
mathematics and statistics,
players interested
Squash which ir .
. .
.
the walls ~fa Londo~~ ~'['"1
Gradually interest and awareness of the
18 00s ·
..
e e
sport has grown, until last year there
were enough regular players to form two
, isttraditionally thought of as an
East coas sport -- reserved for the
club teams
· ·
weU-to-do and highly ed
led
• one consisting of students
f
.
uca
andtheotheroffaculty. These teams
0
essionals ..
~e sport, has seen
compete in the Northwest Ohio District
increased participation at the University.
Squash Racket Association comprised of
Terry ~arsons, director of the Student .
teams from the Toledo Club' Shadow
Recreation <?enter and an avid sq~ ..
Valley Racquet Club and ~ u · sity
player, credits Leetch as "the guilf111g
. Leetch was instrumental . ;:•ver
.
light behind the development of the sport
formation of the league and~~ntly is its
of~ here. He has put his heart and
secretary/treasurer.
soul 111to th~ promotion of squash as a
Among the activities Leetch has
club sport.
initiated was a six-part PBS series
In '!13"Y ways squash and racquetball
broadcasted on closed-circuit TV
are similar, but several differences exist
(WBGU-TV) in the Recreation Center on
between the two ra~uet sports. Squash
Tuesday evenings. The half-hour
~a smaller. golf-S1Zed ball, a racquet
programs featured lessons and
with a longer handle._ ~d it is played on a
competitions by professional players.
Leetch also was present at the
smaDer court. In addition, every point is
~red r~dless of who is serving.
broadcasts to conduct impromptu clinics
Squash is to racquetball what chess is
for interested viewers
~heckers. Squash involves a more
Last year through L~etch's initiative the
1nlrica!e, complex strategy that requires
number one ranked professional player.
;ore fin~ and a ~geted skill.··
the world, Mark Talbot, came to the
in
arS?ns ~d. summing up the
campus for a squash clinic. Talbot gave
relationship between squash and
tips on how to play the sport and played a
racquetball.
handi
·
A
d.
icap game with each squash player
. ccor 1ng to Leetch, he was first
present. The clinic also included an
introduced to the sport by Dr. ~obert
exhibition game between Talbot and a
Keefe. former p~ofessor ementus of
professional from the Toledo Cl b
Leetch also has involved the ~~h
health ar:1d physical education as well as
the tennis coach f?r 1 ~ years. "I thought I
club in the National Squash INSILCO
sh?uld try something different,"" Leetch
Tournament. Typically the club will hold
sai~. and there was always a court
an in-house tournament the ·
f
available
.
•
winner o
·
··
which goes to the regional tournament
After t~e Student Recreation Center
and possibly on to the national
opened in 1979 the th~ee available . _
championshiop tournament.
squash_courts were going largely unused.
Participants play opponents of
Accordin~ to Parso_ns the squash courts
approximately the same skills level in
these tournaments. Squash players are
had been included in the Recreation
Center as part of the over~~ plan to
ranked according to their level of
provide as m~y- ".'Pportunities for sports
proficiency, in either A, B, C, or D level of
and fitness activities as were affordable.
ability--level A being the most proficient
When Parsons became director in
and D being a novice.
19~0. he started to hold squash clinics
In 1984 Kerry Reynolds, a graduate
student at the time who 1
dh
for interested athletes. Leetc.h became an
enthusiast" la
d·
earne ow to
1c P yer an instructor. and at
play squash at the University. advanced
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The ~e of sq~ is alive and wen on the Bowling Green campus. Beginning with a
few avid player:' m 198_0. the sport has expanded to form two club teams and host a
number of climes. Helpmg to promote the sport at the University are (from left} Fred
Leetch,_ hold'.ng the team's 1985-86 trophy for the Northwest Ohio District League
ChamP10nsh1p, Terry Parsons and Robert Keefe.
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Faculty Senate

to the finals m level D of the National
INSILCO Tournament held in Los
Angeles.
Last year both the club's teams finished
best in the league. Parsons expressed
some surprise at the success of the
squash club and individuals playing the
game, because it is a relatively new sport
at the University.
Leetch. who plays squash three to five
times a week, said he expects about 1 5
players to be active in the league and a
total of 30 players to participate in the
club sport this year. So what are some of
the qualities that make squash so
appealing to participants?
Not only does the game provide good
exercise, Leetch said, but it also poses a
"thoughtful challenge.·· The game
requires planning strategies of play and
gauging the reactions of the opponent.
"'Out on the court you are on your own.·
he said.

Leetch added that the game is ideal if
one has a schedule that permits playing
on the spur of the moment. because
courts are accessibie at any time of the
day.
Parsons. who plays an average of three
games a week. said squash provides a
challenge to a players· mental and
physical skills. The game is intense with
··very fittte down time'" but there is a lot
more involved than simply hitting the ball
hard.
Additionally. the game has a lasting
aspect to it, Leetch said. Older people
can play effectively as younger players
because so much of the game depends
on strategy.
For athletic individuals looking for a new
game to add to their menu of sports
activities. squash just might provide the
right ingredients. ""Squash really grows
on you.·· Parsons said. Kari Hesbum

from page 1

engineering, drama and dance and music
fields of study:
Technical 111-·Courses in health
technologies and engineering
technologies:
Baccalaureate 111--Courses in the
physical sciences. engineering. drama
and dance. nursing. pharmacy and allied
medical fields of study;
Masters and Professional 111·-Courses
in the biological and physical sciences
agriculture and engineering fields of '
study;
Doctoral 11--Courses in biological and
physical sciences. mathematics,
agriculture, art, engineering, drama and
dance, music, optometry. pharmacy.
medicine and veterinary medicine.
Dalton noted that since Bowling Green
does not have programs in medicine
Pharmacy or engineering. it is impo~ible
for the University to generate the higher
levels of subsidy income which
universities with these programs receive.
In addressing the issue of what can be
done to improve Bowling Green·s income
from state subsidies. Dalton said
increasing enrollment is not a viable
option because the outlook is "very poor
that we will be able to have our enrollment
ceiling (of 1 5 .000 full-time equivalent
students) removed.··
Dalton said efforts are underway to
improve the University"s retention rate by
increasing the quality of entering
students. He also noted a Retention
Committee has beeri created to study
ways of keeping students at Bowling
Green until they graduate.
Dalton said the University"s course
inventory is also being reviewed in an
effort to identify courses currently funded
at general studies levels that might be
efigible for higher level baccalaureate
funding from the Ohio Board of Regents.

In addition, deans and department chairs
are being encouraged where appropriate
to schedule courses that will generate
higher FTE's and subsidy in the summer
and fall terms. since subsidy income is
based on summer/fall enrollment only.
Finally, he noted. it is being suggested
that advisers recommend
baccalaureate-level courses rather than
general studies-level courses to their
upperclasS students to fulfill certain
requirements since the
baccalaureate-level courses generate
more subsidy income per FTE.
Preceding his remarks to the senate on
the subsidy mix. Dalton noted that figures
for salary comparisons among Bowling
Green and other state universities for
1987-88 have been received. The
average salary increase for continuing
faculty at Bowling Green was 5.2
percent, the next to the lowest among
Ohio"s state-assisted universities. Dalton
also ind1cated the administration is very
converned about the fact that the average
faculty salaries at Bowling Green lost
ground in 1987-88 compared to faculty
salaries at other Ohio universities.
In other business. senate approved
charter revisions which clarify the
procedure for changing the document.
including the Faculty Handbook which is a
part of the Academic Charter
Reporting for the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee. Dr. John Bentley.
music. discussed the recent
· trustee-approved reduction in the
personnel budget for 1988-89. Bentley
said the FSBC approved the S 1 million
reduction with the understanding that
there will be no firings or lay-offs and that
reductions v.ill take place through
resignations or retiremenis. Dr.
Ann-Marie Lancaster. computer science.
questioned how the personnel reductions

will translate into reductions in course
offerings. Dr. Eloise Clark, vice president
for academic affairs. responded that the
deans have indicated there will be no
reduction in course offerings as a result
of the decrease in faculty positions.
In final action, senators shared the
following issues and concerns:
Dr. Peter Wood, educational
foundations and inquiry. noted that each
year he has contact with an increasing
number of parents and students who are
frustrated by their inability to obtain the
classes they need to graduate. ""I have
the impression that we care less and less
about giving our students the opportunity
to take these classes,·· he said.
Dr. Boleslav Povsic. romance
languages. asked the senate to concern
itself more with academic issues and less
with those related to budgets and
finance. He indicated specifically that
attention should be devoted to ensuring
that Bowling Green students are not
allowed to repeat work they had in high
school or to delay fulfilling general
education requirements until their senior
year.
Dr. Wallace Terwilliger. mathematics
and statistics. said he is concerned that
the faculty is not speaking with one voice
because committees are not working
together. He noted in particular the
differing reports issued by the Faculty
Welfare Committee and the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee.
Dr. Ralph Wolfe. English, chair of the
senate, announced the next meeting
scheduled for Feb. 2 wiU be postponed
until Feb. 16. The celebration
commemorating the 25th anniversary of
Faculty Senate also has been postponed
until March 1 5.

WBGU-TV show
f eatu res Latta
and Olscamp
Congressman Delbert Latta wiU join
President Olscamp on the premiere
program of WBGU-TVs ""One On One With
President Paul Olscamp.. at 1o p.m.
Monday (Jan. 25) on Channel 27.
The program is a series of four half-hour
programs that will air the last Monday of
each month, January through April
Upcoming guests include Dr. James
McComas. president of the University of
Toledo. and George Haigh of Trustcorp.
On Monday night's show. the
conversation turns to the federal deficit. tax
reform and a pending Canadian 'U.S. trade
agreement. Latta. now in his 15th
consecutive congressional term. is a
ranking minority member of the House
Budget Committee and wal present
information on how higher education will be
affected in 1988 by attempts to reduce the
federal deficit.
Olscamp and Latta also will go ""one on
one .. to discuss a pending Canadian u S.
trade pact, which Olscamp believes could
have an impact on northwest Ohio.
especially in the auto industry.

Monitor
Tt:e Monrtor IS pu!)IJShed weekly by ttie
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to subrmt :naterial tor ltle Feb 1 issue
IS 5 pm Tuesday, Jan 26.
Eclitor· Melissa Peper F.-estone
Ptlo!ograpl)er William Brown
Contributors Ci.tton P Boutelle. Ten Sharp.
Gardner A. Mclean Jr., Linda Swaisgooa ana
KanHeSOum

Commentary
Editor, the Monitor:
This convnentary. inspired by the debate onthe Role and Mission Statement and related
events. suggests a potentially cost-effectiv~. way to ~age scholarly productivity.
Fact.llty who poblish refereed articles in their diseif)lineS COUid be paid S 1,000 lor each
article. or more, or variable amo00ts on a scale of''v81ues" for their scholar1y output or

Editor. the Monitor:
As members of the faculty, we write to express our concern lor maintaining a high
standard of excelence al Bowling Green State University. We hold that teaching and
research are inseparable components of academic excellence. Hence, we take issue with
those who represent the University as primarily a teaching institution and who belittle
research. We have been prompted to write this letter by recent highly divisive and
adversarial statements and actions by certain members of the Senate Executive
Committee and the Faculty Senate. We lear that these statements and actions threaten
the positive progress that the University is making.
The excellence ol an institution is defllled in terms of its distinctive purposes. We agree
with the University's role and mission statement that the primary purposes of a university
are the creation, preservation and transmission ol knowledge. A university is exceHent to
the extent that it successfully realizes each of these ends, and it can achieve them only to
the extent that its individual students, faculty, administrators and support staff aspire to
excelence.
UnivE!fsity-wide excelence is in the interest of every member of the University
commlMlity. especially students and alumni. The value of a degree from BGSU depends
upon the quality and reputation of the University. In tum, the reputation of a university
~above all from the quality of its students, and from the esteem in which the faculty
is held by its peers at other universities and colleges. It is an incontrovertible fact that a
ma;or factor determining the esteem of a faculty is its scholarly productivity. There is,
moreover. a close connection between effective teaching and research activity. H the
University is to flourish and if its students are to profit fuDy from the educational enterprise,
it is essential that creative scholarship be encouraged and supported.
· ·--We intend this letter to be a positive statement regarding academic exceUence.
Nevertheless, we also must express our concern over recent developments at this
University, which, in our view. interfere with the pursuit of these goals. Certain recent
statements and actions impress us as negative, divisive and adversarial. A conspicious
example of the latter is the charge that "an oppressive atmosphere" exists at Bowling
Green. This assertion is gro.undless, and it was made in the absence of any reasonable
evidence. Moreover, we note with concern the extent to which SEC has become involved
in unprecedented friction with several University committees, the administrative staff and
other groups. At a mature university, fundamental issues, including the importance of
research and creative activities, ought not be the subject of endless political debate.
Although the adversarial atmosphere that is emerging at the University has been
encouraged by some members of the SEC and the Faculty Senate, the fact that it exists is
the responsibility of the entire University community. Too many faculty have become
apathetic toward the governance system. They view it as so time consuming,
cumbersome and inefficient that participation in it is a meaningless diversion of their time
and energies. We cannot continue to neglect our responsibilities.
Therefore, we call upon our colleagues to join us in pursLing a more constructive path.
Our aims should be to strive personally for excellence as teachers and scholars, to inspire
our students, and to work in a cooperative manner with the aoministrators and other staff
in securing the environment needed to attain these goals. We further call upon the
Trustees, the President and c!!":cr administrators to exercise enlightened leadership in
pursuit of the University's mission, and we call upon the elected faculty leaders to
promote collegiality and mutual respect among all members of the University.
A Committee of Concerned Faculty:
Pietro Balfsa, psychology,
H. Theodore Groat. sociology.
John Huffman. journalism,
Fred D. Miller Jr.• philosophy,
Arthur G. Neal, sociology.
Douglas C. Neckers. chemistry,
Ron C. Woodruff. biological sciences

eqtMvalents.
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also discussed pre-holiday early office
closings. Kreienkamp said he has received
many corr.plaints from classified staff who
say some supervisors release employees
early the day before a hofiday. while others
do not. Specific holidays named in the
dispute are Thanksgiving Eve Day.
Christmas Eve Day and New Years Eve
Day.
··A lot of employees are saying it isn"t fair
that some of them are required to stay unbl
5 o'clock, while others are allowed to leave
early.·· Kreienkamp said. ··1 don't mind if
people leave early if they"re using vacation
time, but it bothers me if they· re getting a
free, paid four hours to go home when
others are not.··
However, some members said this is not
an issue for CSC, but for administrators.
After hearing a report by Miguel Ornelas,
affirmative action director. the council
voted to endorse affirmative action·s efforts
to increase the number of minority and
female classified employees at the
University.
Ornelas said a recent audit by the
Department of Labor has indicated
improvements are needed in the number of
minorities hired for classified positions at
the University. and the number of females
hired in non-traditional jobs.
Sam Ramirez. employee relations
adviser. who is working on the project with
Ornelas. said their initial efforts will be to
increase the number of qualified minority
applicants on file. '"Internally. there will be
no changes. but we wiU be making more
efforts to encourage females and minorities
to apply here for jobs.·· Ramirez said.
Out of 1 .008 classified employees.
Ramirez said 42 are minorities.
five blacks, 33 Hispanics and four
Asians. There are 738 female classified
employees, but only four hold
non· traditional jobs.

.

Such a systen. would save
in UnivE!fsity and~tal budgets, compared to
potential costs of implementing Role and Mission Statement runber 24. It states: "To
maximize the creative productivity and teaching effectiveness of the faculty, a policy of
differential departmental and individual teaching loads shOuld be instituted."
That policy option has been debated by various academic units. but is formally
implemented by only one to my knowledge. As implemented. that policy appears to
conflict with the intent of Statement number 24 to encourage "creative productivity," and
the teaching effectiveness of some is jeopardiZed by heavy loads. A "scholarly
equivalent" provision in the policy was rendered inoperative by administrators' refusal to
alow credit for any contributions other than traditional scholarly output in the unit's
discipline.
The three-course teaching load that hadbeen standard in that unit was raised to four
courses, so that reductions some couldbebal3nced-by increased loads for others.
Internal strife was one result of that action. · Faculty with three major articles in three
now leach only two courses per term.
Those with one article in that period teach three courses. Others teach four courses. Half
of the tenured facUty in the unit now have loads reduced to two courses under the policy.
What is the economic impact of such a policy? The "hidden costs" of released time are
substantial. University faculty salaries now average $37,000. But higher-ranking faculty
qualify more often for reduced loads, so a rounded average salary figure of $40,000 is
used for these calculations.
A faculty member teaching four courses per term is essentially paid $5,000 per course,
providing the University a teaching equivilent "value" of $120,000 in three years, for 24
courses taught. A faculty member teaching three courses per term ( 18 in three years)
would provide a '"value" of only $90,000. One teaching two courses per term ( 12 in three
years) would provide a "value" of only $60,000.
The load reductions, in the model here, cause the unit to pay a two-course faculty
member a teaching-equivalent "value'" of $20,000 per research article, and a "value" of
$30,000 per article to a three-course faculty member.
What would be the impact ii such a model were adopted by all University units? If half of
the 700 faculty published articles to qualify for two-course loads, the cost in
teaching-equivalent ··va1ue" would be $7 million per year. That equals about five percent
of the annual University budget. But can such an expense be afforded when funds are
already tight in many areas?
Student tuition could be raised, abcut S500 annually, to cover costs of encouraging
research output. Or greater use could be made of graduate assistants. who earn only
about $3,000 per course, or adjuncts. who earn only about S 1,500 per course. Students
might object, however, to such increases or substitutions for professors more intent on
publishing than on teaching.
Restating the premise at the outset of this commentary: Is there a more cost-efficient
way to stimulate and reward faculty for scholarly output?
A solution to the dilemma is suggested in the context of the author"s paid free-lancing for
various publications. Even the smaller of those checks are a continuing stimulus. But
scholarly journals pay nothing and usually cost a great deal in research expense and time.
If a faculty member were paid $1,000 for an annual research article, this would be only
one-twentieth of the $20,000 calculated as the equivalent cost of a differential teaching
load poricy reduction on two courses. The cost to reward an estimated 350 faculty for
an11ual research articles would be $350.000, compared to the potential $7 miUion
equivalent cost. A reward of S2.000 for an annual article might be possible and still
cost-efficient.
Would cash rewards motivate faculty to publish as would reduced teaching loads?
Released time is essentially unpaid time. and many fatuity use spare time for research
activities. They could be earning cash while also gaining credits for possible rank and
salary advances.
Differential teaching load policies tend to create both ··winners·· and "'losers" and foster
bitter disputes among faculty about the worth of various achievements. More "win-win"
situations are needed in the stressful environment in academia today.
Cash rewards in research would enable faculty to gain income. by their initiative, without
causing colleagues to become losers. Support for journals in their fields of inquiry would
be enhanced. Universities can provide such rewards at lower costs than those of
reduced-load equivalent "values:·
A case reward system would use capitalistic principles to further intellectual objectives,
a combination that has succeeded often in the history of this nation.
Robert Byler.
journalism

CSC members ponder future of
council pending Feb. 4 election
Classified Staff Council spent a portion of
its Jan. 1 9 meeting discussing the future of
the council depending on the outcome of
the Feb. 4 collective bargaining election.
The election will determine whether
employees of the University"s food service.
custodial and telephone operator areas
wish to be represented by the
Communication Workers of America in
collective bargaining activities.
Bob Kreienkamp, chair of CSC. said
although there is nothing the council can do
unbl after the election, it is necessary to
begin thinking about possible changes if
the employees choose to have union
representation. Kreienkamp said it might be
necessary to change the council's bylaws
to accomodate union employees.
Currently. the 2 ~-member CSC has two
representatives from plant operations and
maintenance who are custodial employees.
and two representatives from auxiliary
support services who are food service
employees. Questions arose as to whether
these representatives will continue as
members of CSC if the election votes in a
union.
If the employees do not choose to have
union representation. Kreienkamp said
literature on the 309 pay proposal will be
sent to all classified employees sometime
after the election. The proposal, which
suggests a new pay structure and job
descriptions. will go to a vote among
classified staff at a later date.
In other business. Judy Hagemann. CSC
treasurer. reported a deficit of $553 in the
council"s budget and a projected
end-of-the-year deficit of S3.000. She said
she, along with Kreienkamp, met with Or.
Karl Vogt, vice president for operations,
and James Corbitt, associate vice
president for operations. to discuss
additional funding.
In a heated debate. council members
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Impact of computers on society
to be topic of Jan. 28 lecture
Dr. Willis H. Ware, a senior computer
scientist at the Rand Corp. in California. will
discuss the social challenges presented by
the vast information processing capabilities
of computers during a public lecture
Thursday (Jan. 28).
Ware. who is an
expert on the
impact of
computer
technology upon
society. will
present the Phi
Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholar
lecture at 8 p.m.
in210
Mathematical
Sciences

...
Wdlis H. Ware

Building. TiUe of the talk. which is free and
open to the public. is '"Leaming to live in
an Information World ...
Computers with their ability to quickly
process and store huge amounts of
information have spurred a knowledge
explosion unlike any in the history of
mankind. Because of this computers are
generally thought to be beneficial.
However, the use of computers also
present a number of moral and ethical
questions.
For example. a tremendous amount of
information about individuals is stored on
large computerized record-keeping
systems in business and government
operations.
Ware"s appearance at Bowling Green is
being sponsored by the computer science
department.

College is seeking nominations for award
The Office of the Dean of the College of
Education and Allied Professions is
accepting nominations for this year·s
"'Friend of the Conege" award.
The award, initiated in 1982. honors
individuals or organizations outside the
College of Education and Alrted
Professions who have made significant
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contributions to the weD-being and
development of college programs.
Nominations for the 1988 award, along
with supporting materials, should be
submitted in writing to the dean's office by
Feb. 1 . The selection of the recipient is
made by the dean's Council of Chairs and
Dire:.tor.
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, isttraditionally thought of as an
East coas sport -- reserved for the
club teams
· ·
weU-to-do and highly ed
led
• one consisting of students
f
.
uca
andtheotheroffaculty. These teams
0
essionals ..
~e sport, has seen
compete in the Northwest Ohio District
increased participation at the University.
Squash Racket Association comprised of
Terry ~arsons, director of the Student .
teams from the Toledo Club' Shadow
Recreation <?enter and an avid sq~ ..
Valley Racquet Club and ~ u · sity
player, credits Leetch as "the guilf111g
. Leetch was instrumental . ;:•ver
.
light behind the development of the sport
formation of the league and~~ntly is its
of~ here. He has put his heart and
secretary/treasurer.
soul 111to th~ promotion of squash as a
Among the activities Leetch has
club sport.
initiated was a six-part PBS series
In '!13"Y ways squash and racquetball
broadcasted on closed-circuit TV
are similar, but several differences exist
(WBGU-TV) in the Recreation Center on
between the two ra~uet sports. Squash
Tuesday evenings. The half-hour
~a smaller. golf-S1Zed ball, a racquet
programs featured lessons and
with a longer handle._ ~d it is played on a
competitions by professional players.
Leetch also was present at the
smaDer court. In addition, every point is
~red r~dless of who is serving.
broadcasts to conduct impromptu clinics
Squash is to racquetball what chess is
for interested viewers
~heckers. Squash involves a more
Last year through L~etch's initiative the
1nlrica!e, complex strategy that requires
number one ranked professional player.
;ore fin~ and a ~geted skill.··
the world, Mark Talbot, came to the
in
arS?ns ~d. summing up the
campus for a squash clinic. Talbot gave
relationship between squash and
tips on how to play the sport and played a
racquetball.
handi
·
A
d.
icap game with each squash player
. ccor 1ng to Leetch, he was first
present. The clinic also included an
introduced to the sport by Dr. ~obert
exhibition game between Talbot and a
Keefe. former p~ofessor ementus of
professional from the Toledo Cl b
Leetch also has involved the ~~h
health ar:1d physical education as well as
the tennis coach f?r 1 ~ years. "I thought I
club in the National Squash INSILCO
sh?uld try something different,"" Leetch
Tournament. Typically the club will hold
sai~. and there was always a court
an in-house tournament the ·
f
available
.
•
winner o
·
··
which goes to the regional tournament
After t~e Student Recreation Center
and possibly on to the national
opened in 1979 the th~ee available . _
championshiop tournament.
squash_courts were going largely unused.
Participants play opponents of
Accordin~ to Parso_ns the squash courts
approximately the same skills level in
these tournaments. Squash players are
had been included in the Recreation
Center as part of the over~~ plan to
ranked according to their level of
provide as m~y- ".'Pportunities for sports
proficiency, in either A, B, C, or D level of
and fitness activities as were affordable.
ability--level A being the most proficient
When Parsons became director in
and D being a novice.
19~0. he started to hold squash clinics
In 1984 Kerry Reynolds, a graduate
student at the time who 1
dh
for interested athletes. Leetc.h became an
enthusiast" la
d·
earne ow to
1c P yer an instructor. and at
play squash at the University. advanced

?"

8!-rt

l

'
.._\('

The ~e of sq~ is alive and wen on the Bowling Green campus. Beginning with a
few avid player:' m 198_0. the sport has expanded to form two club teams and host a
number of climes. Helpmg to promote the sport at the University are (from left} Fred
Leetch,_ hold'.ng the team's 1985-86 trophy for the Northwest Ohio District League
ChamP10nsh1p, Terry Parsons and Robert Keefe.

!O

Faculty Senate

to the finals m level D of the National
INSILCO Tournament held in Los
Angeles.
Last year both the club's teams finished
best in the league. Parsons expressed
some surprise at the success of the
squash club and individuals playing the
game, because it is a relatively new sport
at the University.
Leetch. who plays squash three to five
times a week, said he expects about 1 5
players to be active in the league and a
total of 30 players to participate in the
club sport this year. So what are some of
the qualities that make squash so
appealing to participants?
Not only does the game provide good
exercise, Leetch said, but it also poses a
"thoughtful challenge.·· The game
requires planning strategies of play and
gauging the reactions of the opponent.
"'Out on the court you are on your own.·
he said.

Leetch added that the game is ideal if
one has a schedule that permits playing
on the spur of the moment. because
courts are accessibie at any time of the
day.
Parsons. who plays an average of three
games a week. said squash provides a
challenge to a players· mental and
physical skills. The game is intense with
··very fittte down time'" but there is a lot
more involved than simply hitting the ball
hard.
Additionally. the game has a lasting
aspect to it, Leetch said. Older people
can play effectively as younger players
because so much of the game depends
on strategy.
For athletic individuals looking for a new
game to add to their menu of sports
activities. squash just might provide the
right ingredients. ""Squash really grows
on you.·· Parsons said. Kari Hesbum

from page 1

engineering, drama and dance and music
fields of study:
Technical 111-·Courses in health
technologies and engineering
technologies:
Baccalaureate 111--Courses in the
physical sciences. engineering. drama
and dance. nursing. pharmacy and allied
medical fields of study;
Masters and Professional 111·-Courses
in the biological and physical sciences
agriculture and engineering fields of '
study;
Doctoral 11--Courses in biological and
physical sciences. mathematics,
agriculture, art, engineering, drama and
dance, music, optometry. pharmacy.
medicine and veterinary medicine.
Dalton noted that since Bowling Green
does not have programs in medicine
Pharmacy or engineering. it is impo~ible
for the University to generate the higher
levels of subsidy income which
universities with these programs receive.
In addressing the issue of what can be
done to improve Bowling Green·s income
from state subsidies. Dalton said
increasing enrollment is not a viable
option because the outlook is "very poor
that we will be able to have our enrollment
ceiling (of 1 5 .000 full-time equivalent
students) removed.··
Dalton said efforts are underway to
improve the University"s retention rate by
increasing the quality of entering
students. He also noted a Retention
Committee has beeri created to study
ways of keeping students at Bowling
Green until they graduate.
Dalton said the University"s course
inventory is also being reviewed in an
effort to identify courses currently funded
at general studies levels that might be
efigible for higher level baccalaureate
funding from the Ohio Board of Regents.

In addition, deans and department chairs
are being encouraged where appropriate
to schedule courses that will generate
higher FTE's and subsidy in the summer
and fall terms. since subsidy income is
based on summer/fall enrollment only.
Finally, he noted. it is being suggested
that advisers recommend
baccalaureate-level courses rather than
general studies-level courses to their
upperclasS students to fulfill certain
requirements since the
baccalaureate-level courses generate
more subsidy income per FTE.
Preceding his remarks to the senate on
the subsidy mix. Dalton noted that figures
for salary comparisons among Bowling
Green and other state universities for
1987-88 have been received. The
average salary increase for continuing
faculty at Bowling Green was 5.2
percent, the next to the lowest among
Ohio"s state-assisted universities. Dalton
also ind1cated the administration is very
converned about the fact that the average
faculty salaries at Bowling Green lost
ground in 1987-88 compared to faculty
salaries at other Ohio universities.
In other business. senate approved
charter revisions which clarify the
procedure for changing the document.
including the Faculty Handbook which is a
part of the Academic Charter
Reporting for the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee. Dr. John Bentley.
music. discussed the recent
· trustee-approved reduction in the
personnel budget for 1988-89. Bentley
said the FSBC approved the S 1 million
reduction with the understanding that
there will be no firings or lay-offs and that
reductions v.ill take place through
resignations or retiremenis. Dr.
Ann-Marie Lancaster. computer science.
questioned how the personnel reductions

will translate into reductions in course
offerings. Dr. Eloise Clark, vice president
for academic affairs. responded that the
deans have indicated there will be no
reduction in course offerings as a result
of the decrease in faculty positions.
In final action, senators shared the
following issues and concerns:
Dr. Peter Wood, educational
foundations and inquiry. noted that each
year he has contact with an increasing
number of parents and students who are
frustrated by their inability to obtain the
classes they need to graduate. ""I have
the impression that we care less and less
about giving our students the opportunity
to take these classes,·· he said.
Dr. Boleslav Povsic. romance
languages. asked the senate to concern
itself more with academic issues and less
with those related to budgets and
finance. He indicated specifically that
attention should be devoted to ensuring
that Bowling Green students are not
allowed to repeat work they had in high
school or to delay fulfilling general
education requirements until their senior
year.
Dr. Wallace Terwilliger. mathematics
and statistics. said he is concerned that
the faculty is not speaking with one voice
because committees are not working
together. He noted in particular the
differing reports issued by the Faculty
Welfare Committee and the Faculty
Senate Budget Committee.
Dr. Ralph Wolfe. English, chair of the
senate, announced the next meeting
scheduled for Feb. 2 wiU be postponed
until Feb. 16. The celebration
commemorating the 25th anniversary of
Faculty Senate also has been postponed
until March 1 5.

WBGU-TV show
f eatu res Latta
and Olscamp
Congressman Delbert Latta wiU join
President Olscamp on the premiere
program of WBGU-TVs ""One On One With
President Paul Olscamp.. at 1o p.m.
Monday (Jan. 25) on Channel 27.
The program is a series of four half-hour
programs that will air the last Monday of
each month, January through April
Upcoming guests include Dr. James
McComas. president of the University of
Toledo. and George Haigh of Trustcorp.
On Monday night's show. the
conversation turns to the federal deficit. tax
reform and a pending Canadian 'U.S. trade
agreement. Latta. now in his 15th
consecutive congressional term. is a
ranking minority member of the House
Budget Committee and wal present
information on how higher education will be
affected in 1988 by attempts to reduce the
federal deficit.
Olscamp and Latta also will go ""one on
one .. to discuss a pending Canadian u S.
trade pact, which Olscamp believes could
have an impact on northwest Ohio.
especially in the auto industry.

Monitor
Tt:e Monrtor IS pu!)IJShed weekly by ttie
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to subrmt :naterial tor ltle Feb 1 issue
IS 5 pm Tuesday, Jan 26.
Eclitor· Melissa Peper F.-estone
Ptlo!ograpl)er William Brown
Contributors Ci.tton P Boutelle. Ten Sharp.
Gardner A. Mclean Jr., Linda Swaisgooa ana
KanHeSOum

1- _
Fire safety__from
_ _pa_g_e_
Concert to f eatu re
the alarm and fire could go
guitar great Tai Farlow building,
undetected.

Date book
Monday, Jan. 25
··rrie

Fonim Lecture S.ies,
Development of
Critical Reasoning in the Colege Years.·· by Or.
Patricia King. education and college student
personnel, 1 p.m.. Alumni Room. University
U1110t1. Luncheon p<ecedes al 1 2: 30 and
requires resE!fValions.
Concert, perlooned by Tal Farfow. jazz
gijtarist. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal. Moore

Musical Arts Center. Admission is $4.
Lec:ture, ··A Humocous Approach to
w~. ··by Don Ardel, University of Central
Flolida. 8 p.m .• Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
University Union. Sponsored by Ille Student
Recreation Center.

"One on One with President Paul
Olscamp,'' first of a four·series WBGU·TV
progran featumg Or. Olscamp and guest,
congressman Delbert Latta, 10 p.m., Channel
27.

\Yednesday,Jan.27
Biology Seminar, '"Evolution and Ethics, by
Dr. MiChael Bradie. philosophy, 3:30 p.m .• 11 2
Lile Sciences Building. Free.
Women's Basketball, BGSU vs. Ohio
University, 5:30 p.m .• Anderson Arena.

Macintosh User Group Meeting, 7:30-8:30
p.m., 127A TechnologyBuilding. Copying
session before meeting. 6:00-7:30. Seminar
Room. Technology Building.
Men's Basketball, BGSU vs. Ohio University,
8 p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Concert, performed by trumpet player Edwin
Betts, pianist Virginia Marks and trombonist Paul
Hunt. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Jan. 28
Human Relations Commission Meeting, 2
p.m.• FaclAty Lounge, University Union.
American Statistical Association Meeting,
of Ille Northwest Ohio chapter. "Partial Least
Squares... by Ralph c. st. Jom, applied
statistics and operations research, 7;30 p.m ..
459 Math Science Building. Everyone welcome.
Concert, perlonned by Iridescence, a guest
flute and harp duo, 8 p.m.• Bryan Recital Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
UAO Lenhart Classics Rim Serles, "A Star is
Born, 9 p.m., Gish Fn Theater, Hanna HaD.

Free.

Friday, Jan. 29
Joint Colloquium Talk, 'Was Newton a
Mathematician or a Physicist?." by Dr. Fred

Rickey. mathematics and statistics, 3:45 p.m ..
210 Math Science Building. Sponsored by the
mathematics and statistics department and Ille
asb Ol IOll1)' and physics department
Concert, performed by the Symphonic Band,
8 p.m., Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
UAO Weekend llowle, "Secret of My
Success,- 8 and 10 p.m., 21 0 Math Science
Building. Admission is $1 .50 with 1.0.
UAO Weekend llowle, '"Tommy," midnight,
210 Math Science Building. Admission is $1.50
withl.D.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are avaiable:
N-wacancies
Postri9 expiation date for employees to
apply: 4 p.m.• Friday. Jan. 29.
1-29-t :. : .Housekeeplng_manager2
PayRange27
Plant operations and maintenance

Saturday Jan. 30
Concert. performed by Ille Concert Band. 11
a.m .. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

UAO Weekend Mowie, .. Seese! of My
Success," 8 and 10 p m .. 21 0 Math Science
Building. Admission is S 1 . 50 with I. D.
UAO Weekend Mowie, ""Tommy ... midnight,
21 0 Math Science Budding. Admission is $1 .50
withl.O.

Monday, Feb. 1
Meta1W«k Exhibition, ""Olympian Effor1:
Korean Metalsmdhs Today."Gallery, FneArts
Building. tlvough Feb. 1 9. Gaiety hours are 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m. on
Strodays. Free.
Auditions, for""Manof LaMancha." 7 p.m.,
400, 402 and 405 University Hal. Open to al
interested persons from Ille campus and
community.

Outstanding staff
is recognized
The Office of Student Affairs has
announced the November and December
finalists for the monthly Outstanding
Student Affairs Award.
November's classified staff finalist was
Ruth Maas, administrative secretary at the
Student Health Service. She was
recognized for representing the University
to students, parents and visitors in her daily
work and for organizing the Health Fair.
Jennifer Kuzeppa was the graduate staff
recipient for her work as unit <firector in
Greek Life and as the PanheUenic graduate
assistant. Sue Witschi, director of the
OH-campus Student Center. was the
November administrative staff frnalist for
her instrumental role in the improvement of
facilities and services to commuting and
off-campus students.
In December, Jason DeSousa, a unit
director in Greek Life, was the graduate
staff recipient. He was noted for his "We
Care" attitude through his work with the
Black Greek system. Dave Weinandy,
director of orientation, was the
administrative staff finalist. He was
recognized for his efforts with orientation
that are well-known locaDy and regionally.
December's classified recipient was Jodi
Laubis, the office manager of the Student
Recreation Center. She was noted for her
hard work and caring attitude toward
students and co-workers.

Staff teams to play
half-time game Feb. 6
Classified staff will team against the
administrative staff in a half-time basketball
competition at the BGSU vs. Eastern
Michigan basketball game Feb. 6. The
competition is being sponsored by
Classified Staff Council.
Classified staff will be able to get two
tickets for the price of one for the 3 p.m.
game by purchasing them at the Anderson
Arena ticket office before 5 p.m. Feb. 5.
Two door prizes, a three-speed ceiling fan
and a 10 number memory telephone, will
be given away that afternoon.
Playing for the classified staff team will
be Bob Kreienkamp, Eric Johnson, Greg
Johns, Brett Pogan, Scott Doner, Kenny
Stemen and coach Larry HoDand. Members
of the administrative team are Larry Weiss.
Rob Cunningham, Miguel Ornelas. Mike
Sawyer, Jack Taylor. Phil Mason and Ron
Zwerlein. Sam Ramirez wiR act as referee.

Faculty/staffpositions
Thefollowing ~positions are avaiable:
AccountlnglMIS: Assistant/associate professor. Contact Thomas G. Evans (2·2767). Deadline:

Feb. 1.
Applied Sciences, Flrelands: Instructor/respiratory care (clinical directorl. Contact Ille Office of
Ille Dean, Frelands Colege (832-223). Deadline: Feb. 1 .
Applied Statistics and Operations Research: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact James A.
Sulivan (2-2363). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Biological Sciences: Assistant/associate professor of micfobiology. Contact Chair. Mierobiology
Search Convnittee, Department of Biological Sciences, (2-23321. Deadline: Jan. 31 .
Communication DiSOfders: Associate.!fuD professor-department chair. Contact Lany Smal
(2-7182. Deadine: Feb. 1.
School of Mass Communication: Director. School of Mass Communication. Contact Ray
L.aakaRemi (2-2078). Deadline: Feb. 1.

The following administrative positions are available:
Um..stty Union: Director of central conference office and space assignments and associate
director of the University Union non-food operations. Contact Ammarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline:
Jan.25.

"This has always been a worry to me
Legendary jazz guitarist Tai Farlow will
especially during breaks and summer
present an evening of jazz at 8 p.m.
when a lot of the buildings are empty."
Monday (Jan. 25) in Btyan Recital Hall of
Cook said. "It would be nice to have a
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
central system that was located in the
Called the '"reigning dean of jazz
dispatcher's office where a board would
guitarists." Farlow is considered a pioneer.
light up to indicate a ringing fire alarm."
In 1 941 . after hearing a record of Charlie
But for now each building has to count
Ctvistian playing electric guitar, Farlow
on its own alarms and detectors. And
built an electric instrument for himself by
regardless of how sophisticated smoke
driling two holes in an old acoustic guitar
alarms have become during the years,
and installing radio earphones and a
Cook said the equipment isn't foolproof.
hookup to a $20 Sears Roebuck amplifier.
Dust, water and insects can place a
Farlow, who has never had any musical
smoke detector into alarm. "Spiders
training, was 20 when he built his guitar to
give us fits," Cook said. "They love to
the amazement of his neighbors in
get into smoke detectors and build
Greensboro,N.C.
nests. They're always setting them off,
In 1948, Farlow began playing in New
·-so cleaning the detectors has become a
YorX with the Marjorie Hyman Trio. He
"big job."
joined the Buddy deFranco Sextet tt)e next
··Testing and fixing the alarms is a
yeat and then played with a trio headed by
never-en<fing task. Resetting or
Red Norvo, a vibraphonist.
repairing an alarm that has been pulled
Two years ago, he joined forces with
either intentionally or unintentionally is
John Scofield, John Abercrombie, Larry
part of the job. "It never fails," Cook
Carlton and Larry CoryeD at the Wdtern
said. "The caUs to fix a fire alarm always
Theater in Los Angeles to tape a concert
come at 3 a.m. when it"s freezing."
special for release on home video.
Weary of years of jumping out of bed
Tickets for Farlow's Bowling Green
in the middle of the night. Cook began a
performance are $4 each at the door.
program each fall to teach the residence
He also is sclleduled to give a master
hall advisers and staff to tum off the
class and lecture that day on campus.
alarms and reset them again. He also
taught some of the members of the
University porice department so they
can shut off a system ringing due to a
from page 1
mechanical error or Vl'l"ldalism.
"We've had a rash of false alarms
lately. The students don't realize how
University in Washington, D.C. and is
serious this is," Cook said. "We don't
the author of many books and
want them to get to the point where they
publications. Hale-Benson is the
don't take these alarms seriously." - ·
founder and director of "Visions for
But Cook hopes he is able to prevent
Children: Early Education", a research
fices before the alarm can ring by
demonstration project in Cleveland. The
conducting regular inspections of all the
topic of her speech is the title of her
buildings located on the campus. Until
recent book which examines the
1983. he.inspected Md refilled the
influence of culture on the learning
extingUisbers. too. "That kept me
styles of Afro-American children.
running because we have about 1,600
-··
portmle:fire extinguishers," Cook said.
The conference will continue through
':Tue jof$ justgot to be too much so now
the afternoon with workshops from
we.send out all extinguiShers to have
1 :30-4:15 p.m. Various exhibits wiD be
them refilled."
on view that day on the third floor of the
Despite precautioAs, the University
Union and children's cultural workshops
has experienced several major fires
will be held from 11 a.m. -3 p.m. in the
which fortunately did hot result in any
Faculty Lounge.
serious injuries. In 1968, the Delta Tau
Other events in February include a
Delta110use burned e-ausilfQ S 125,ooo
"KiD Racism Party" at 10 p.m. Feb. 12
in_dama(Jes.. tn1:97T; a fll'e in the Phi
in the Northeast Commons sponsored
Kappa ·Tao house resulted in $100,000
by Delta Tau Delta, Delta Gamma and
in damage with 22 minor injuries. Other
Phi Beta Sigma. AtsO, a Gong Show will
buildings that have had several
be held from 7-11 p.m. Feb. 14 in the
thousands of dollars worth of damage
Lenhart Grand Ballroom and is
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha.
from fires include Harshman-Anderson.
Otfenhauer, Harshman-Bromfield,
Two events, sponsored by the Ethnie
Founders-Harmon and the Tau Kappa
Studies department, wiD be in honor of
Epsilon house.
author James Baldwin, who died Nov.
30. A memorial service for Baldwin,
A list of causes for the blazes include
cigarettes, unattended appliances such
who was named a Distinquished Visiting
as curling irons or toasters, unattended
Professor at the University in 1979 wiD
be Feb. 19. In addition, a memorial
<3ldles and possible arson.
··Fire safety is everybody's job,"
presentation for Baldwin as presented
Parratt said. "But it is a job that tends to
by poetress Nikki Giovanni will be
be somewhat invisible and people just
at 8 p.m. Feb. 19 in Koback.er Hall.
Crystal "'Boo" Ellis, a University
assume they are being protected by
someone else looking out for them.
alunnus who played varsity basketbaD
Fortunately, Parratt noted, other
at Bowling Green, will speak on "Keep
areas of the campus and other agencies
On Creeping On" at 3:30 p.m. Feb. 3 in
Lenhart Grand Balroom of the
also see fire prevention as their
business. Most departments and areas
University Union. tfis program is being
on campus are conscious of fire
sponsored by the BGSU
prevention and are supportive of safety
Student-Athletes.
efforts. Residence Life is the
During Finer Womanhood Week,
cornerstone of fire safety in residential
sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta Feb.
22-26, a Mary Kay Cosmetic
hals and smal living units, he said. Plant
demonstration wil be held at 7 p.m.
operations and maintenance and the
architect's office keep fire safety in
Feb. 22 in the Amani Room. and a hair
mind when developing construction and
care demonstration wil be held at 7;30
p.m. Feb. 24 in the Amani Room.
remodeDing projects. Also, the Bowling
Green.flee Department and the State
On Feb. 23, the Modem Jazz auartet
wil perform as part of the Colegefof
Fire Marshall's office have provided
Musical Arts' Festival Series at 8 p.m. in
extra assistance when needed.
"Actually, people don't realize how
Kobacker Hall of the Moore MUsical Arts
much fire safety has changed here in 1 O
Center. For ticket information, caD
years. We've gone from almost nothing
372-8171.
to hundreds of thousands of dollars
Events scheduled for March include a
worth of equipment just to keep them
presentation by pianist Paul Shaw in the
safe."
Young Concert Artists Series at 8 p.m.
Rre safety on campus is about to
March 1 in Btyan Recital HaD of the
undergo another change. Cook will be
Moore Musical Arts Center. Ticket
retiring in February and his job will be
information can be obtained by catring
divided between his replacement and
372-8171. Also, on March 5 Delta
employees of plant operations and
Sigma Theta will sponsor a Jabberwock
maintenance who will test and repair fire
at 8 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
safety devises.
of the University Union.
'.'It wiD take more than one person to
The events will conclude with a
replace Glenn," Parratt said. "'He has
concert by the Spelman Glee Club at 7
kept this campus safe from fires for a
p.m. March 9 in the First United
long time."
Methodist Church.
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Lecture to
promote peace

Reginald Noble
is in Moscow

A Soviet woman who has become
internationally known for her work in
promoting peace education among
children wiD bring her version of "citizen
diplomacy" to the University on Feb. 8-9.
Dr. Nadia Burova, director and founder
of the Center for Creative Initiatives, the
international children's peace center in
the Soviet Union, will give a public lecture
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Btyan Recital
HaD of the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Her topic wiU be "Communicating for
Peace; Building Soviet-American Bridges
Through Education.''
Burova's appearance will be the third
annual peace lecture at Bowfing Green
and is being sponsored by the Edward
Lamb Foundation of Tole@.
On Monday, she wiU bring her message
to local elementary. junior and high
school students in a series of classroom

Dr. Reginald Noble, biOlogy, is part of
the delegation that is representing the
United States at the 11th US-USSR
Environmental Joint Convnittee Meeting
this week in Moscow.
The purpose of the meeting is to plan
future American-Soviet cooperative
efforts in cleaning up the environment.
The two countries have been conducting
joint investigative projects on vsiouS
environmental concerns since a 1972
treaty was Signed.
Noble is a project leader for the treaty
section dearing with the effects of air
poUution on vegetation, particularly forest

systems.
Noble is the only scientist representing
a university among the 15-member
American delegation in Moscow. Other
delegation members are either
government scientists or administrators.
Lee M. Thomas, chief administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, is
heading the delegation.

appearances.
Burova established the children's
center in Moscow with the help of Raisa
Gorbachev who has demonstrated an
interest in peace education. Burova also
is one of three Soviets who regularly
translates Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev's speeches and writings into

Ellis to speak

English.
8urova is weD known in the Soviet
Union as an English language teacher and
in 1976 received an award as the
outstanding English teacher in the Soviet
Union.
But she is becoming better known for
her work as a peace educator. Burova
has given many talks on global peace and
youth involvement in anti-war activity.
She participated in the World Peace
Forum in Helsinkl, Rnland in 1982 and
the International Youth Festival in
Moscow in 1985. In 1986 she brought
1 O Soviet children to the United States
and they and 12 American youngsters
toured the country performing the musical
production of ··peace Child."
Burova's visit to Bowling Green is being
arranged by Dr. John Schuck, professor
emeritus of psychology, who met Burova
last year while on a trip to the Soviet
Union, and Dr. Larry Friedman, history.
Schuck is also a delegate to this week's

sunmit in Alexandria

Crystal "Boo.. Ellis wiD appear at the
University Wednesday (Feb. 3) in
conjunction with Black History Month and
A Celebration of Black History.
Elis is the assistant superintendent of
Toledo Public
Schools and a
1957 graduate of
the College of
Education. While at
Bowing Green, EDis
was a member of

Bringing wannth to the University in the fonn of coal, a truck prepares to dump its
load at the heating plant. In the winter months, the plant wil btxn up to six truckJoadS
of coal a day, in comparison to using one or two loads in the off-season. The
Univetsity tuns approximately 20,000-25,000 tons of coal a year. Two
companies, from MinetVa and Jackson, supply the campus with coal so if one
breaks down there is always a back-up to keep University buildings wann.

the varsity
basketball team.
In his talk, entitled
"Keep On Creeping
On,.. he wil speak
on the challenges
and opportunities for minority
student-athletes at 3:30 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Balroom of the University
Union. A reception wil folow the lechn.
Elis. appearance is being sponsored by
the BGSU Student-Athletes and the
athletic department.

Program helps employees to learn supervisory skills
What qualities and skils are required to
become a supervisor at the University?
Some ambitious members of the
classified staff have been able to learn
first-hand about the role of the supervisor
and effective management !bing a
13-week pre-supervisory development
program.

The program, sponsored by
management support services, has been
so SI iccessful it was offered twice last
year and filed its class capacity of 30
participa11ts both times. Ruth Friend,
training COOi di iator, said she is
considering offering the program a third
time later this year.
"We already have a waiting list for the
next program if it is offered." she said.
·'The program has been open to any
interested employee, but the majority of
our participants have been classified

staff."
Friend said the purpose of the training
program is to offer an opportunity for new
supervisors and employees interested in
becoming supervisors to team the
knowledge and skills necessary to carry
out supervisory responsibilities.

"The University is always looking for

ways to increase employees'
opportu'lities to advance and grow, ..
Friend said. In addition to the
pre-supervisory training program, the
University alsO recently offered a
management program designed for
employees interested in food services
hospitaity management.
Friend said the idea of the program
arose after she had received a number of
inquiries from employees who wanted to
know how to quaify for supervisory roles
in classified positions. "The University
realy desires to establish a good, solid
management team and this seemed 6ke
an effective way of achieving it," she

said.
Participants had a variety of reasons for

taking the classes. However, Friend said
the majority had been in the same job for
a number of years and saw a supervisory
position as a way to grow in their career.
Other participants had just been
appointed to supervisory roles and
wanted to begin with a good foundation of
knowledge and skils.
By :'le end of tile c:ourse some

participants reaized they were not
interested in pursuing a management
position. "A superivisor takes on a lot of
responsibilities," Friend said. "Some
people decided after taking the course
they didn't want al that on their

shoulders."
Participating in the program does not
guarmtee the employee a supervisory
position. Friend said the class was told
from the beginning they might not receive
a new job assignment, but participating1n
the program was to their advantage.
"Every individual needs to understand
that the more we prepare an individual,
the more marketable we make him or
her." Friend said. ''The skills learned in
the program are valuable both inside and
outside of the University."
Instructor for both sessions of the
program was Dr. Ronald Hunady,
management. ··He was really popular with
OU" participants," Friend said. "He has
had many practical experiences to use in
teaching the material and he relates well
with people. He was a key to the SI iccess
of the program_"
CUing the 13-week period Masses
covered such topics as the role of the

supervisor, developing administrative and
leadership skils, managflg poeple
effectively and developing a personal
growthpB'I.
Friend said her office's budget paid fell"
the program so there was no cost to the
employee. Upon completing the progiam,
the employees received a certificate
verifying that they took the classes and a
copy of the certificate was put in their
personnel fies.
Friend said proof of the SI 1CCeSS of the
program shows in the evaluations. One
participant wrote: "After taking the
program. it's now easier to oodeista Id
where a supervisor is coming from - either right or wrong." Another one
wrote: "I learned something of value from
every class. I also feel I gained a lot from
the program for my own personal gain.··

"When I first ad\'ertised this program, I
cidn•t know what kind of response we·d
gel" Friend said. "But it has realy Uned
out to be a terrific program. We've
determined H you want to create
contes llltient among employees, you
have to create opporti.nties that don"t
alow them to stagnate."
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